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Black Rose Wars is a competitive fantasy game of deck-building, strategy, 
and combat set in the hectic universe of Nova Aetas. Each player is a powerful mage 
of the Black Rose Order who aspires to become the new Supreme Magister, in order to 
acquire the mighty power of the Black Rose Artifact and the Forgotten Magic. Each mage 
has six schools of magic at their disposal, each one with its own strategy to annihilate their 
opponents and increase their power.

Mages fight each other in a modular arena of hexagonal rooms. They summon powerful 
creatures, cast destructive spells, or devise dark deceptions with their enchantments. If they 

are killed, mages are ”reborn” 
immediately, allowing them to 
re-enter the fight without delay, 
although their death still fed 
energy to those mages who 
caused it.

The mage with the most power 
at the end of the battle will be 
crowned Supreme Magister!
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CONTENTS OF THE BOX: 1 Power board, 1 Event board, 4 Mage’s sheets, 23 rooms, 130 cubes, 238 Spell cards, 11 
Reference cards, 30 Evocation cards, 30 Evocation tokens, 12 Moon Influence tokens, 60 Quest cards, 60 Event cards, 24 
Rose pins, 4 Mages miniatures, 120 additional counters and tokens.

RELEASE
MAY 2020

PRODUCT CODE
BLRW001

BARCODE

CASE QUANTITY
4 pieces

PRODUCT SIZE
29.5 x 29.5 x 10.5 CM

PRODUCT WEIGHT
2,5 KG

ORIGIN
CHINA

LUDUS MAGNUS

Black Rose Wars - Core Game
SRP

$ 89.90
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10 SECOND PITCH: A fantasy deck-building game with miniatures, 
with mages fighting each other to reach the power of supreme 
magic.

WHY THIS WILL SELL: Very detailed miniatures, Beautiful 
components, High replayability, strong "Mage battles" theme.

CORE MECHANICS: Modular board, Variable Player Powers, Hand 
management, Battle card driven, Area movement.

TYPE/CATEGORY: Miniatures, Deck-building, Fantasy, Magic.


